(II) the angular distribution of y-mesons resulting from~-p,-disintegrations, as depending on the polarization of the m-mesons; (III) the effect of electromagnetic fields on this polarization, in particular; (IV) the depolarization caused by the electric fields in matter. The theoretical results are encouraging for an experimental investigation.
.
If the P 32 transition is second forbidden, the extreme forwardness of the neutrino with respect to the electron required by the angular momentum change, makes it unlikely that observations of the accuracy reported here could distinguish the original correlation due to the basic neutrino-electron interaction.
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H, = exp( ok r-) a~*}n,
These expressions are to be inserted in y"*II@/,, = Q (p) I R* I p'x') (p') 'I H I p,x,) + Q (pX I H I p "X") (p" X" ' Generally: S*S= (1+R*}(1+R) = 1. R*+R+R*R=0.
and (2) 
On the other hand, in the second term in (3), because p and p" = p+k are small momenta, II. e-p-DISINTEGRATION Turning to the x-p, -decay, we consider the disintegration of a vector-meson into two particles of spin -'"with rest-masses p, and v, where v may be zero. The theory of this process is well known from older P-theories since the ti-meson, except for its larger mass, behaves like an electron. The matrix element of the transition may be written fields and by the matter traversed, may be important.
In this problem, since creation and annihilation processes are of no concern, it is convenient to describe the~-mesons by a non-quantitized wave field P", of four-vector character. In a given electromagnetic field F""=BA "/Bx"B-A "/Bx"
(x4 --it) the P-wave propagates according to the field equations'
where N"refers to a negative energy anti-neutrino wave function. The operator E may again be a linear combination of two terms similar to FIi (1) and H&(2). In the rest system of the s.-meson (k=0) they reduce to where y is an arbitrary numerical factor accounting for an anomalous magnetic moment of the x-meson.
The four components P"are not independent, for it follows from (10) that m'8 "P"=i(1 p) e F -""8
"Q"ice (-B F""/Bx")P"(11. )
Xi --(a n),
Ki --(a n)Pi.
(6) Here, the identity B"B"-B"B"= -ieF""
If the polarization of the initial m-meson is linear, a may be replaced by the unit vector in the direction of polarization; otherwise appropriate averages of the squared matrix elements must be taken.
Assuming a pure coupling of the type (6) or (7), one finds by standard methods for the probability that a p, -meson is emitted into the solid angle dQ, in the rest system of the x-meson:
where the upper and lower signs refer to the coupling types (6) and (7) (12) 2(8"q ) Ba"/Bx"=s(1+y)eF,"Q"+8"(i7 "$")
In the last term we want to neglect the derivatives of the a"and of the F"",supposing that both fields vary slowly in regions with dimensions m '; then 2(8"y)Ba"/Bx" =ie{(1+y)vF""+(1 p)m '(8"8i, "Ia"(13) . aa/at = -(1+~)(e/2m) [H Xa], (15) indicating that the polarization vector a = (ai, a2, aa) precesses around the direction of the magnetic field H with the angular velocity (I+y)e/2m, corresponding to a Lande factor g= 1+y. In the special case of a circular polarization (e.g. , a2 --ia"a3 --0), this provides for the well-known precession of the spin vector iaXa*; indeed, from (15) But (15) holds also if the polarization is, for instance, a linear one (aXa*=0).
Of course, the above equations can also be interpreted in terms of particles traveling on certain trajectories and carrying along a vector a, which may be considered as a function of the proper time s of the particle. In (13), then, (B"v)Oui"/Bx"goes over into (imv)da, /ds.
The first obvious application of Eq. (13) or (15) will be to m-mesons traveling in a magnetic field (as, for instance, mesons produced in a target located in the field of a cyclotron). The polarization vector which initially, according to (4), may be parallel or perpendicular to the primary nucleon beam, will change its direction along the trajectory of the meson, the total angle of precession being proportional to the time integral of the magnetic field and to the Lande factor g=(1+y). If n. -tidisintegrations can be observed at various points of the trajectory, the anisotropic distribution of the p, -meson velocities should reveal this precession, and the Lande factor should be measurable.
If the disintegration is observed after the x-meson has passed through dense matter, it will be important to know how the polarization is affected by the electric fields in the material. For fast particles (v) -(e!~)(«~/p') (p/~), where the last factor (p/v) is the collision time; hence f dppes~(ass/tn)sf dp/p~(ass jtn)s This, however, is an overestimate in the case of slow positive particles (mv'&Zt, '/R, see below). On the other hand, for higher velocities (v) Z/137), the classical particle picture is no longer reliable, but the Born approximation confirms {19)as an upper limit estimate provided that e((1. The factor g' in (19) appears to be replaced by p'~{ g -1)', indicating that for y=0, and Z/137&@&&1, the depolarization is even weaker than one would expect from (19 the photographic emulsion is still subject to a magnetic field, the polarization vector will go on precessing until the disintegration occurs, and since the individual lifetime may be shorter or longer, with an uncertainty of about 10 ' sec. , the polarization effect will be blurred out in a too strong magnetic field. In order to keep the polarization well defined, the magnetic field strength should be kept below about 100 gauss, in the region of observation.
Note added 2'n proof. -As Dr. I. I. Rabi pointed out, there is the possibility that the positive meson, before decaying, captures an electron from the surmunding matter such that the electron is bound in a hydrogen-like orbit; then the electron's magnetic field might cause a considerable depolarization of the meson, leading to a weaker anisotropy in the angular distribution of the p-mesons. For instance, if the electron is bound in an s-state (external magnetic helds being absent or weak) the distribution will be, instead of (9), const. dn[1+sp[(6 cosse -5)/9+ (1+&'7') '4(3 cos'e -1)/9) l, where e is the hyperfine structure splitting {AE/k) of the s level due to the magnetic moment of the 7r-meson, and 7 the mean lifetime of the hydrogen-like state. For the ground state:
10" sec. ' {with g 1), so that with a lifetime~~10 ' sec.
the second term in the square bracket would be negligible, and the anisotropy would be reduced to about one-third, supposing that the capture process is a frequent occurrence. But actually its probability may be far below unity, and also the lifetime v may be considerably shortened by chemical forces acting on the "pseudohydrogen atom" and tending to restore a diamagnetic state of the electrons. In either case, the larger anisotropy (9) is to be expected.
